CS 5984 - Social Computing
Fall 2018

Course Description

Social computing is a research area that is at the intersection of computational systems and social behavior. This course is geared toward developing a broad understanding of today's online social systems. From Twitter to Facebook and all the way back to email, social computing is one of the biggest forces on the internet. In this class, we will explore how and why social computing works? What are the real-world challenges and opportunities in current social computing systems? What’s the right way to design these systems? What can you infer from the vast amounts of data people leave behind in these systems? What’s still out there to build? What are some new emerging phenomenon that you are observing now in these systems? How is it changing our information ecosystem and what could be done about it? Specific course activities will broadly involve 1) applying quantitative methodologies to investigate and model data left behind in these systems to infer behavior and/or phenomenon, and 2) designing and building social tools that can augment current social computing systems so as to study a behavior in question or deploy small-scale experiments to test interventions in these systems. Aligned with best industry practices, students will be expected to work in a fast-paced, collaborative environment and to demonstrate independence and leadership.

Course Logistics

Instructor: Dr. Tanushree (Tanu) Mitra | tmitra@vt.edu | Office: Torg 3160E
Class Hours: Tues, Thurs 12:30pm to 1:45pm | McB 226
Latest class schedule will be posted at: http://people.cs.vt.edu/tmitra/cs5984

Learning Objectives

After successful completion of this course, you will be able to:

- Identify important features of social computing.
- Assess the research issues in this field.
- Analyze data left behind in social media to answer questions from a variety of practical scenarios and domains, spanning politics, news, and health.
- Build social tools that augment current social computing systems.

Topics Covered

Below is a list of topics that will be covered in this class. The list is not exhaustive:

- Information disorders on social media (examples include misinformation, state-sponsored disinformation campaigns, astroturfing)
- Censorship online
- Algorithmic awareness, visibility, fairness, misinformation on web and social systems
- Designing systems that support online social processes (social translucence)
- Social networks (strength of ties, social capital in online networks)
- Online cooperation, identity, reputation, and deviant behavior (harassment, trolling)
Prerequisites

Graduate student standing. Prior background in some high level programming language is assumed. In terms of the required skills, students need to have basic knowledge of statistics, preliminary machine learning and some ease in implementing low-fi software demos. An overview of the concepts and tools needed will be reviewed in class, however in-depth coverage of the fundamentals is not in the scope of this course. Hence, students also need to be proficient in programming. Experience in use of a scientific computing software like R is a bonus, but not required. You are expected to quickly learn many new things. Below is a list of examples (not exhaustive) that your assignments and project activities may require you to do:

- fetch social media data using existing API (tweepy for Twitter, PRAW for Reddit)
- or fetch data via crawling and scraping (python scrapy, Beautiful Soup, Newspaper libraries),
- analyze posts from data using pre-existing libraries (like python nltk, pandas),
- modify an existing social media site (e.g., changing affordances for Facebook comments using Greasemonkey scripts, or by building a chrome plugin)
- or even design a new site or online tool to implement design principles behind these social computing systems or solve an existing problem faced by these systems (e.g. problems related to information disorders).

The associated programming basics will not be covered in class. Please make sure you are comfortable with this.

Assessment

Assessments will be conducted as a combination of the following components (grade distribution subject to change):

- Class participation – 10%
- Reading responses – 20%
- Assignments – 20 %
- Term project – 50%
  - Project Pitch – 5%
  - Project Proposal – 5%
  - Midterm Project presentation – 5%
  - Midterm milestone project report – 10%
  - Final project presentation/demo – 10%
  - Final report – 15%

Your work will be graded on a list of criteria (specified on the assignment) such as quality of writing, completeness, insight into design issues, insight into social issues, insight into technical issues, thoughts about ethical issues, etc. For each criterion, you will receive either a check plus, check, or check minus. Most criterion will receive a check. A plus means "you impressed me." A minus means the assignment is incomplete, incorrect, or sloppy in some fashion with respect to that criterion. Pluses and minuses are combined to give your grade for the assignment. For most assignments, you start out half way between a B+ and A-. One plus makes it an A-; one minus makes it a B+. These are general guidelines to let you know what to expect. Grading on specific assignments may differ.
Texts/Reference Materials

Since, social computing is an emerging area, the primary reading material for this course will be drawn from research papers. All daily readings will be provided as linked pdfs or as electronic reserve from the library website, and will include references such as (not an exhaustive list):


Other highly recommended books (not required):